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Abstract. 

The structure determination 01 the tripeplide K-aceiyl-L-prold-0-aiaoyl-metlnlan~id by the method 
of packing analysis is descrrbed. The molecular geometry deduced from confonnalional analysis 
used to orient and position the niolecules in the ulut cell and various trial c~ystal structures welt 

gcnerated and rciined against thc X-ray data in a systemalic way. Out of the eight reasonable pack- 
ing arrangements, one refined to an R-value of 0.30 by rhe rig~d body refinement procedure, when 
50 low-angle reiiectionr w e  used. This model was fitither rcfined by a series of convcniional least- 
squate procedu~es gradually incieasirig tl1c number of reflections at csch stage to a final R value of 
0.062. 

Key words : Contacl criteria, trial model, packlng analysis, rigid body i-efinement, least-squares 
refinement. 

The theory of b'opolymei conformation and the stability of crystal structures are s o  
intzrrelaterll t ha t  potential energy functions which have been successfully applied to 
protein conformation can equally be exploited for solving crystal structures of simple 
peptides and other molecules whose shapes are  otherwise known. Such techniques are 
very well docnmentcd. For example, in this laboratory, the potential functions were 
used Lo locate the po-ition and orientation of rigid molecules of know% geometry like 
benzene and sulphur dioxidevu their respective crystal structures. A similar packing 
method has been used by Kitaigorodsky3and Williams4. In these analyses, the packing 
energy is gsnerally miuimised. On the other hand, the pircking analysis can be based 
just on th? sst  of contask distance criteria originally proposed by Ramachandran and 
his colleagxes t o  predict successfully the allowed ranges of dihedral angles (4, ~ p )  for 
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a system of two Linked peptides5. This prooedure bypasses the evaluation of potential 
en::gf an3 t h s  save; the corresponding computation time involved in such calcula- 
tion. R::ently this new technique in conjunction with the X-ray intensity data has 
be$= te;ted in deriving the crystal structure of Vclo (Gly-L-Tyr-Gly),. 2H,O, in the 
spzce g:oup PIG. As part of the conformational studies on N-acetyl-LPro-D-Ala-Methyl- 
amid;, the approximate shape of the tripeptide molecule was known from the results of 
spxtroacopic studies and empirical energy calculations. The crystal data such as space 
group and unit cell dimendons were also available from preliminary X-ray investiga- 
t ion~.  Hence this method of crystal structure determination was undertaken. The 
principles and details of the method are described below. 

2. Method 

2 .I. Contdct search 

W h a  the shape of the molecule is known, it can be treated as a singlc rigid entity fcr  
generating the trial crystal structures. The orientation and the position of the mole- 
cule in the unit cell can be defined by means of the three Eulerian angles 01, 02, OZr 
and the translation parameters u, v and w, which define the fractional coordinates of 
the origin of a localframe of reference fixedin the molecule. For the sake of conveni- 
en:e, w? shill restrict ourselves to the orthorhombic space groups of cell dimensions a, 
b c. Tne orientation of the molecule, with respect to the unit cell frame of refe- 
rence, is varied systematically by stepping through the three Eulerian angles. The 
transformation of the molecular frame of reference (x,, y,, 2,) to  the crystal frame 
of reference (3, y, z) can be then represented by 

($1 =+) +(!;I (1) 

where x, y, z are the fractional coordinates and 

i cos 8, cos 8 ,  - cos 0, sin 0, - sin 0, sin 0, 
- sin 8, cos 8, cos O3 sin Ol cos 0, cos 0, 

R = \  

sin 0, cos 0, - sin 0, sin 0, + - cos 8, sin 0, 
+ cos 0, cos 8,sin 0, cos Bl cos t?,cos 0, 

\ 
sin 0, sin 0, sin 0,  cos 0, cos 0, I 

(2) 

For each orientation, the three translation parameters are also varied systematically 
in any delired range. The symmetry operations of the space group are then applied 
to the alymaetric unit coordinates (x, y, z) to generate the trial models of crystal 
packing. However, in reality, many of them can be judiciously rejected in terms of 
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short coiitacts bctween neighbouring molecules. An acceptable packing arrangement 
1s one in which the intermolecular contacts are generally abovc the threshold distances. 

More qilantitatively, the interatomic contacts between the reference molccule (say 
at x, y, z) m d  its ncighbours are computed and compzred with the correspond.ng 
exirern- limitss. If the conta.;ts (d) are lower than the extrcme limits (&) the 
differences are summed lo yield the parameter A given by 

over all short contacts 

This piovidcs a nleasure for coinparing complpctlng models. 

The contact search program (for space group PI), written for an IBM 360144 computcr 
with 32 K words mcmory by Dr. Shamaka .of this laboratory, was modilied for the 
space group P2,2,2,. 

The exontial steps of the program arc: 

(1) Thc atomic coordinates (I-, y. z) of the reference molecule for any orientaticn 
(O,, 0,, 0,) and position (21, v, w) in the unit cell are first calculated using eqn. (I). 

(2) All the four molecules for the space group P2,2,2, are generated using the sym- 
metry elements. 

(3) The inteimolecular contacts between the atoms in the reference molecule and 
those in th.: ueighbouring inolecules (n,) are evaluated and compared with the corres- 
pondng extreme limits. The value of A is also eveluated. 

(4) IF the trial model satisfies the selection criterion for A, then those contacts, below 
the extreme limits are listed. Otherwise, the control is transferrcd to step (1) to 
p;oda;e the  model corresponding to the next grid point in the six-dimensional space. 

(5) To select those models, which possess NH..  .O intermolecular hydrogen bonds, 
the donor and acceptor groups and the limiting valucs of hydrogen bond lmgth and 
bond angle are specified in the input. In such a case, the alIowed models are further 
checked for intcrmoleculat hydrogen bonds. If found possible, the related parameters 
are printed by the program. 

2.2. Rigid body structure factor kast-squares (RBLS) refinement 

The method of refining only the rigid body parameters against the X-ray intensity 
data should offer the following advantages over the usual individual atom refinement. 

1. The entire molecule is made to shift as a single entity, thereby avoiding improbable 
values of the geometrical and thermal paranleters. 
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2. The number of parameters to be refmed are drastically reduced and the same 
applie; to the order of the matrix to be computed and inverted. 

The packmg model was refined In two Stages. Tn the first Stage, the t r~a l  model was 
refined by the rigid body least-squares proccdure. In the second stage, the model so 
obta~ned was refined by the convent~onal least-squares procedmc 

The principles of thc method and the mathematical procedure of rigid body least. 
squares program are presented here. A flow chart of the program is given in Fig, 3 .  
Similar constrained refinements of crystal Structures or organic mclecules have been 
succeisfully carried out by Damiani et all" Wil l i a rn~~~,  Pawby14 and Raol5. 
method described in this paper is quite general and concerned with the entire molecule 
being treated as a rigid body for the purpose of refinements. 

The fractional coordinates so generated are then used to compute the structure 
factors, corresponding to the observed refiections, using the following equation. 

F, = K . Fo, <-n 3'" 8/X1 (4) 
where B is the thernlal parameter, and K the scale factor. FCs is given by 

F,* = 1/&?4 + BiLI (5) 
where A,,, and B,,&, represent the real and imaginary parts of the structure factor for 
a given hkl reflection. The quantity minimised during the proccss of refinement is 
given by 

where i may range over all or a portion of the intensity data as the case may be. 

The normal equations which can be used to  compute the shifts in the paranleters, 
to minimise the quantity R,, are; give11 in the matrix notation as 

Ah = C (7) 

where A is the derivative matrix given by 

w,'s are the weights aqsociated with particular reflections. Iz. = desired shift in the nth 
parameter. 

Similarly, 

Since the rigid body constraints are to bc applied, thc number of parameters arc 
reduced considerably. To set up the normal equation, which involve eight patarnet@& 
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it is necessary to evaluate the differential of the general type 3F,/3p where F, is a 
function of p. Thus, with respect to O,, the derivative is 

bF0 - K . &, e-~.n=e,h? 
% - 381 (10) 

the factor aFc,/381 can be written as 

and 

For the 

and 

space group P2,2,2,, the quantities A,,,, and B,,, are given by 

x cos 2 s  12, - -- ( l - 2 ' )  

N 

B&,+, = - 2 4 sin 2n hxJ - T )  sm 2n ( k j ,  - k+) 
,=1 

( h - k  

x sin 2n: ( lz, - - '3 
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The, derivatives with respect to  the translational components ere given below: 

(16) 

where ax,/au is unity. 

The derivatives >x,/38, . . ., etc., and a (A,d,/bxj . . ., etc., 

t ~ k e  the ffiim given b - 1 0 ~  where only typical derivative is given, and similar terms 
can be written on the same lines. 

3 = ofof (- sin B1 cos 8, - cos %,cos 8, sin 8,) 
30, a 

Following this, the derivatives with respect to 8, and 0, can be written down. On 
the same lines as the one written for x,, derivatives of y, and z, with respect to the 
variables el, Ot and 6, follow. However, among them 3~~138 ,  will be zero as it is 
independent of 0,. 

Typical derivatives of (ALL), and (B,,,), with respect to A', can be witten as " (A,,3, - 8~ / I  sin 2z 
3 X' 

( 1  8) 

and 

&, 

(19) 

Similar expressions with respect to the variables y, and z, follow 

The derivatives of F, with respect to the thermal parameter (B)  and the scale factor 
(K) are given below. 
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These exprejsions are used for setting up the normal equations Ah = C, and are 
then solved for the shifts (p's). Usually several iterations are necessary to  complete 
the refinement. 

3. Applicatian af the method ta the tripeptide structure 

The structural formula ofthe molecule N-acetyl-L-prolyl-D-aIanyI-methylamide is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The crystals of CLH,,N,O, . 0. 5H,O were grown by evaporation technique using 
acetone. The crystal data are given in Table I. 

01 "3 

L-PRO D-ALA 

~ 7 ~ x ~ i  Yl UP 23 

L-PRO 
FIG. 1. Swctural formula of the molecule showing the backbone dihedral angles. 

Table I 
- -  - 

Compound N-acewl-L-prolyl-D-alenyl 
methylamide 

Molecular formula C,,H,,N,O, . 0. 5H,O* 
Formula weight 250.0 
Systematic absences h 0 0 h-odd 

OkO k-odd 
O O t  Codd 

Space group P W A  
a 18.91 (])A 
6 8.900 (6)A 
e 8.132(2)A 
Dm 1.214gcN" 
no 1.213gc14-' 

4 
+I (MoK a) 0.98cnr' 

* The preneqce of water was determined only in the final stages of X-ray refinement, 
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o u t  of the 975 measurable reflections, collected on a CAD-4 diffractometer, 39 
Found to  be below 30  (I) level. By the method of Wik0n's intensity statistics'~ the 
overall temperature factor was found to be 4 A s  and the scale f8.ctor as 0.84. 
standard reflections were measured after every fifty reflections, and there w2s no signi- 
ficant change in their intensities during the period of data collection. Intensities were 
then corrected for Lorentz and Polarisation factors but not for absorption. 

3.1. Generation of the molecufa-r model 

The'results fromNMRstudies and empirical energy calculations wereused in deducingthe 
molecular model (manuscript in preparation). NMR results indicated the presence 
of 4 +. 1 internal N-+ H . .  .O hydrogen bond between the C-terminal NH and the N. 
terminal CO. The set of conformational angles (#,, y/,) and (#,, y3) were estimated 
to  b: (-TO0, 90") and (90", 30') respectively. Using these values of dihedral angles 
and the standard bond length and bond angle data for the trans planar peptide unit 
the molecular model war generated. The pyrrolidine ring was maintained in the C- 
endo puckering and the required geometrical parameters for this were adopted from 
the work of Ramachandran et allo. 

3.2.  Packing the rnolecuk in the unit cell 

The origin of the molecular reference frame is chosen as shown in  Fig. 2, to be 
approximately a t  the centroid of the molecule, namely, at theintersection of C;L - C: 
and perpendicular to this line from C:. OC: and OCf define the X and Y-axes 
of a right handed coordinate system. Thus the coordinates expressed in the molecular 

Ro. 2. The molecular geometry and-the local coordinate frame of referen+?. 
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frame of reFerence correspond to 0, = 0, = 0 ,  = 0 and u = v = w = 0 with reference 
to the crystallographic axes. For any other set, the atonnc coordlnatcs of all the 
atom arc generated by makmg use of eqn.(l). 

The interaction of only those mo1ecules which are within a sphere of 12A from the 
centre of the reference nlolecule were considered to be significant. For the space group 
P2,2,2,, the number of independent lnolecules relevant for the c ontrct search are twenty 
six and their positions are specified in Table 11. 

Trial inodels were generated frolnthe initial values (0, = 0, = 0:: = 0, rr = 1. = w. = 0) 
by varying the two sets initially at coarse i ~ t c ~ v a l s  of 60" and 0.8 A and later at 
closer intervals of 15' and 0 . 4 A  respectively. The angIe 0; was varied in the range 
0" to 360' while 8, and 0, were varied from 0" to 1 SO". For each set of these values, 

Table I1 

Equivalent positions of molecules generated in the packing analysis 

Molecule Fractional coordinates 
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the translational parameters were varicd rrom 0 to 112. These regions are adequate 
for the contact analysis since the unit cell has 222 symmetry. As the interval ,,f 6 0 ~  
is quita large, the inteimediatc regions 30U, goo, etc., were subsequently Scanncd using 
the same interval. All those sterically allowed models which were relatively free from 
short contacts, being the indicator, were gro~lped into eight categories, These arc 
listed in Table 111 and the various short contacts are given in Table IV. 

3 . 3 .  Rejinvmnt of the tripcptide strwcture by RBLS procedure 

,411 the trial models A to H given in Table 111 were considered for the refinement by 
ujjng fifty low angle reflections with resolution up to 2 . 8  i$. The Six rigid body par* 
meters and K and B defined earlier were refined against the limited X-ray data. Among 
the eight models, model B gave the lowest R-valuc of 0.30 (Table V) at the cud of 
the third cycle of refinement. The remaining models had high R-values in the range 
0.58 to 0.77 and vere therefore rejected. 

Model B which give the lowest R-value was considered eqnivalent to  the first trial 
crystal structure onc would obiitin from an E-map derived from direct methods. This 
trial structure was then relined aglinst the X-ray data carefully in stages, by the conven- 
tional structure Eactor least squares refinement. Xn each stage more number of reflec- 
tions from higher sin B/d range were included in a stepwise manner, every time refin- 

Table IIt 

The six packing parameters and the value of A for mad& A to H during the contact 
~ m c h  

a = B (da ,, - d), where do,,. = extreme liinrt and d = observed value. 

Model 8, Ba 0s u v w A 

0.15 
0.35 
0.05 
0.40 
a - lo  
0.40 
0.15 

0.20 

* This model refined to the final crystal structure. 
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Short nonbonded contacts (A) in the eight selected models. The extreme limits are given 
within parentheses 

~ o d e l  Contact Distance 

ing the structure over three cycles and using the refined coordinates at the end of 
third cycle of rehement for further studies. The details of refinement are summarized 
in Table VI. The gradual improvements in the distribution of bond lengths and 
thermal parameters may be noted. Finally, an R-valse of 0.062 was achieved using 
all the available refleztions (resolution of 0.9A). The final crystal structure includes 
half a molecule of water which was located in the difference electron density map 
based on the. 1 .2A data. The details are presented elsewhere (Ramaprasad and 
Chandrasekaran, under preparation). It is interesting to note that the trial model was 
devoid of any intermolecular hydrogen bond (see Table VII). In the final crystal 
structure NH(DA1a) formed a hydrogen bond with CO(DA1a) of another molecule 
-2.93 A and 18.5"-while the corresponding values in the beginning were as large 
as 3 . 8 A  and 67.3". 
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Table V 

Packing parameters and X-ray R-value of the eighl mxlels uring fifty low-angle 
reflections in the rigid body least squares refinement 

Model 

-- 
A Initial 

Final 

B Xnilial 
Final 

c Initial 
Final 

D Initial 
Final 

E Initial 
Final 

F Initial 
Final 

G In~tial 
Final 

H Initial 
Final 

Orientational parameters Translatioinl parameterq ~ - ~ ~ l ~ ~  
in degrees in rractional units :/, - 
01 0% 03 1' i' U' 

Table VI 

Summary of the various stages of conventional stepwise X-ray refinement of model B 

No. of reliections 50 200 300 500 975 

Average shift (in 8 )  0.7 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.004, 

Bond length 1.0-l.8A 1.0-1.7A 1.1-1.6A 1.2-1.611 

Temperature factor 6.382 1 . 7 - 1 1 . 1 ~ 2  2.6-9.462 4.0-7.5Aa 4.3-7.06' 
(17.6*) (19.2") (17-h*) (9.1") 

R Initial 58.0 44.0 24.9 23.3 7 . 1  
After 3 cycles 30.0 22.0 19.5 19.7 6.2 
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FIG. 3. f l o w  chart of the rigid body lcost squares refinement program. 

Table VII 

Progress of the intermoleci~hr NH(DA1a). . .CO(DAla) distance r(A) and angle 0 (C) as 
a patential hydrogen band daring X-ray re6nement of model B 

Type of No. of Resolution R-factor v 0 
refinement reflections (A) 

Initial 50 2.80 58-0 5.80 67.3 

Rigid body 50 2.90 30.0 2.79 41-5 

SFLS 300 1.45 19.5 2.79 11-9 

SFLS 500 1.20 19-7 2.81 7 . 2  

SFLS 975 0-90 6 . 2  2.93 18.5 
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FIG. 4. Coilformational angles or the molecule adopted in the contact search. 'The 
values in thc final crystal structure are givcn within brackets. corresponding 

FIG. 5. Composite pro~ection of the atoms in the tri-peptide molccule in the beginning (-*-.-I and 
after (-0-0-) the X-ray refinenlent. 

Iu as mwh as the molec~dar shapes of both the refined and thc initi?3 trial models 
are ~ o s s l y  similar, there are some significant c o ~ ~ f ~ r ~ ~ l a t i o r l a l  differences as shown in 
Fig. 4. The closeness of the initial approximate 1110del to the final r e h e d  model is 

shown in Fig. 5 where a composite projection of the two models is  drawn. 
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4, Conclusions 

The method of p ~ k i n g  analysis based on contact criteria for the crystal structure 
determinltion is applicable to m0l:~uks whose moleculu shape is known before hand. 
The trial s t r u ~ u r e  can be judiciously improved further using the method of rigid body 
le~t-squares refinement until conventional refinement of atomic coordinates can be 
pursued. The fact that an approximate molecular shape could be used to find the 
correct mol:;ulx p&ing position shows the utility of the packing analysis in 
utimttelj sol~in,o the diffrastion phase problen~. Recently, in this laboratory, this method 
is being applied on other rigid molecules. 
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The author desired that the following reply to the vefei'ee be published alonx with the pope? for the 
benefit of readers who may have similar dovhts. Editor 

Referee : It would bc worthwhile to know if the tncthod would be more advantageous than the 
direct melhods programs like MULTAN. 

Author : It is difficult to make any wmment one way or the other at this stage of development. 
One has to wait for several structure solutions from the present method for a useful com- 
parison. However, the method could be more economical and advantageous for triclinic 
space groups which often is not the favourable space group for MULTAN. 


